SEEING THE
BIG PICTURE
Decko consists of several collections
of absolutely distinctive products,
a department of made-to-measure doors,
and an array of sensational accessories
and options. Have a look!
CLASSIQUE S
COMBO PVC
COMBO ALU
LEGEND
GARDEN PVC
OPTION WOOD
MADE-TO-MEASURE

CLASSIQUE S

FEATURES
Welded sash

SEEING TO YOUR COMFORT

Mono-piece threshold for improved tightness
Steel reinforcements

Decko’s Classique S collection has been
universally acclaimed for its quality.
Simplicity, high performance
and refined design have made
it our most popular choice in PVC.
Keys to its success are discretion,
solidity and efficiency.

Extruded aluminum screen
5 1/2” and 7 1/4” wood frame
OPTION
Terrace

OPTION
Standard grill

OPTION
Contour grill

Interior and exterior contemporary handles
Adjustable double-nylon rollers

OPTIONS
Made-to-measure
Terrace (Energy efficient glass only)
Energy-efficient and/or tinted glass
OPTION
Multipoint handle

Integrated Georgian, rectangular or tubular grill

OPTION
Mortaise handle

Interior cladding
Interior jamb extension
Brick mould
Fanlight (transom and/or sidelight)
2” sill extension
Multipoint or mortice handle

52

60

71

73

76

OPTION
Euro handles
50 Brass
60 Black Nickel
76 Satin Nickel

STANDARD SIZES

51 Bright Chrome
71 Dark Oil Rubbed Bronze

Key lock
Foot lock
Security bar

52 Brushed Chrome
73 Antique Brass

O=Fixe  X=Open

PERFORMANCES

WARRANTIES

The Classique S line exemplifies Decko’s
high-performing white PVC patio-door
products, setting the standard
in their category.

For warranty details, please visit portesdecko.com.

51

20 years on white vinyl components
15 years on anti-fog sealed units and interior thermal breakage
5 years on hardware and screens

50

COMBO PVC

FEATURES
Welded sash - White PVC interior

SEEING IN COLOURS

7 1/4” wood frame
Color-imbedded exterior PVC frame and sash

A Decko exclusive, Combo PVC doors
highlight the near-infinite possibilities
when pigments are directly imbedded
into PVC. White on the inside and coloured
on the outside, Combo PVC makes
possible an ideal combination of exterior
and interior residential colour schemes.
Unique to Decko, coloured PVC
combines esthetics with durability for
a positively outstanding final product.

2.5 cm deep interlocking system
Steel reinforcements
OPTION
Terrace

OPTION
Standard grill

OPTION
Contour grill

Sill & sill-covers made of anodized aluminum
Extruded aluminum screen
Mortice handle

OPTIONS
Made-to-measure
Choice of colors
Patio (energy-efficient glass only)
OPTION
Multipoint handle

STANDARD
Mortaise handle

Energy-efficient and/or tinted glass and/or triple glass
Integrated Georgian, rectangular or tubular grills
Interior cladding
Interior jamb extension
Brick mould
Fanlight (transom and/or sidelight)
2” sill-extension

52

60

71

73

76

Key lock

OPTION
Euro handles
50 Brass
60 Black Nickel
76 Satin Nickel

STANDARD SIZES

51 Bright Chrome
71 Dark Oil Rubbed Bronze

Multipoint handle
Foot lock

52 Brushed Chrome
73 Antique Brass

Security bar

O=Fixe  X=Open

PERFORMANCES

WARRANTIES

Combo PVC showcases Decko’s
expert use of a material unique
to the industry. Coloured PVC offers
a finish far superior to white PVC
that’s been painted—most especially
for its scratch resistance.

For warranty details, please visit portesdecko.com.

51

20 years on white-vinyl components
15 years on anti-fog sealed units and interior thermal breakage
5 years on hardware and screen.

50

COMBO ALU

FEATURES
Welded sash – white PVC interior

SEEING AND BEING SEEN

The ultimate in chic door systems,
the soft lines and sophisticated design
make Combo Alu something truly special
to behold. Combining PVC and aluminum
endows it with superior strength
and a near-infinite variety of colours.

7 1/4” wood frame
2.5 cm deep interlocking system
Steel reinforcements
Sill & sill-cover of anodized ALUMINUM
OPTION
Terrace

OPTION
Standard grill

OPTION
Contour grill

Extruded aluminum screen
Mortice handle

OPTIONS
Made-to-measure
Choice of colors (paint)
Terrace (energy-efficient glass only)
Energy-efficient and/or tinted glass and/or triple glass
OPTION
Multipoint handle

STANDARD
Mortaise handle

Integrated Georgian, rectangular or tubular grill
Interior cladding
Interior jamb extension
Brick mould
Fanlight (transom and/or sidelight)
2” sill extension
Multipoint handle

52

60

71

73

76

Foot lock

OPTION
Euro handles
50 Brass
60 Black Nickel
76 Satin Nickel

STANDARD SIZES

51 Bright Chrome
71 Dark Oil Rubbed Bronze

Key lock
Security bar

52 Brushed Chrome
73 Antique Brass

STANDARD COLORS
White, Pebble, Sablon, Commercial Brown,
Clay, Clear Anodized and Black.

O=Fixe  X=Open

PERFORMANCES

WARRANTIES

The pride of the Decko line, Combo Alu
has gained ongoing popularity over
the years. PVC doors with aluminum
exterior dressing take best advantage
of the unique qualities of both materials.

For warranty details, please visit portesdecko.com.

51

20 years on white-vinyl components
10 years against uneven discoloration on aluminium color profiles
15 years on anti-fog sealed units and interior thermal breaks
5 years on hardware and screens

50

LEGEND

FEATURES
Mono-piece threshold for improved tightness

SEEING IN THE LONG TERM

Steel reinforcements
Extruded aluminum screen

This model of door lives up to its name
perfectly. Elegant and inviting, Legend
doors embody a welcoming spirit—as all
doors should. Lines are simple,
inducing a sense of tranquility.

5 1/2” and 7 1/4” wood frame
Contemporary handle
OPTION
Terrace

OPTION
Standard grill

OPTION
Contour grill

Adjustable double-nylon rollers

OPTIONS
Made-to-measure
Terrace (energy-efficient glass only)
Energy-efficient and/or tinted glass
Integrated Georgian, rectangular or tubular grill
Interior cladding

OPTION
Multipoint handle

OPTION
Mortaise handle

Interior jamb extension
Brick mould
Fanlight (transom and/or sidelight)
2” sill extension
Multipoint or mortice handle
Key lock
Foot lock

50

51

52

60

71

73

76

Security bar

OPTION
Euro handles
52 Brushed Chrome
73 Antique Brass

O=Fixe  X=Open

PERFORMANCES

WARRANTIES

All Legend PVC patio doors
represent a trustworthy and economic
choice, with the added value of Decko’s
reputation for quality products.
Our basic model has proven its worth
from all points of view.

For warranty details, please visit portesdecko.com.

STANDARD SIZES

51 Bright Chrome
71 Dark Oil Rubbed Bronze

20 years on white-vinyl components
15 years on anti-fog sealed units and interior thermal breakage
5 years on hardware and screen

50 Brass
60 Black Nickel
76 Satin Nickel

GARDEN PVC

FEATURES
Welded sash - white PVC

SEEING THE BEAUTY

7 1/4” wood frame
Steel reinforcements

This inspired line of door designs
exudes a distinctively “zen” sensation.
Solid frames with fluid lines together
create a perfect sense of balance.
You’re sure to see what’s outside
with a refreshingly new outlook.

Sill & sill cover made of anodized aluminum
Extruded aluminum screen
Mortice handle
Adjustable double-nylon rollers

OPTION
Terrace avec panneau uni

OPTIONS
Made-to-measure
Terrace (energy-efficient glass only)
Energy-efficient and/or tinted glass
Integrated Georgian, rectangular or tubular grill

OPTION
Multipoint handle

STANDARD
Mortaise handle

Interior cladding
Interior jamb extension
Brick mould
Fanlight (transom and/or sidelight)
2” sill extension
Multipoint handle
Key lock

52

60

71

73

76

Security bar

OPTION
Euro handles
50 Brass
60 Black Nickel
76 Satin Nickel

STANDARD SIZES

51 Bright Chrome
71 Dark Oil Rubbed Bronze

Foot lock

52 Brushed Chrome
73 Antique Brass

O=Fixe  X=Open

PERFORMANCES

WARRANTIES

Chic and refined, PVC Garden doors
create the impression of prestige
and solidity—an ideal choice
for those who favour an understated,
yet sophisticated, style of door.

For warranty details, please visit portesdecko.com.

51

20 years on white-vinyl components
15 years on anti-fog sealed units and interior thermal breakage
5 years on hardware and screen.

50

OPTION WOOD

ATTRIBUTES
AND ADVANTAGES

SEEING IS BELIEVING

An array of finishes that replicate natural wood
grains that can be adapted to any style of home.

Doors more real than nature itself!
Over the years Decko’s exclusive finishing
procedures have allowed us to imitate
a variety of woods almost perfectly.
Unlike anything you’ve ever seen,
Option Wood breathes fresh
life into

Offered in many formats, including
non-standard dimensions.
Create an impression of warmth.
May be dressed in different colors
to complement both interior and exterior designs.
Easy-to-maintain and cleanable with simple soap
and water.

Produced using a water-based painting process
that cause negligible environmental impact.
An inexpensive solution that results in a convincing
feel of natural wood.
Option Wood is available only for the Combo PVC
(interior and exterior surfaces) and Combo Alu
(Interior surfaces only) models.
Cannot be applied to Terrace option.

STANDARD FINISHES
Dark Oak, Brazilian Cherry,
Red Cedar & Maple.

WARRANTY

Thanks to our highly evolved expertise
in water-based paints applied to PVC,
Decko has mastered the application
of a variety of finishes that mimic many
types of wood grain—perfect for buildings
situated in more rustic locations.

10 years against peeling, cracking or blistering and excessive discoloration. For warranty details, please visit portesdecko.com.

Weather resistant, colors cannot fade,
even under UV rays.

MADE-TO-MEASURE
DOORS
SEEING IN A THOUSAND
DIMENSIONS

If you dream of splendour, light and colour, Decko’s
made-to-measure doors will be just right for you.
Our custom-made doors department maintains
the highest standards, adapting each Decko collection
to any configuration imaginable. Your doors will become
the signature of your finest projects.
Just make your choice!

Beyond the classic image of patio doors, Decko helps you see far beyond by offering
an unparalleled variety of dimensions, configurations and colors.
Our made-to-measure doors department puts its expertise and technical capabilities entirely
to the service of Decko clients, whether their project is just slightly beyond the conventional
or downright daring. Fixed or mobile parts, unconventional fanlights, colored and customized
finishes are all possible. Let your imagination soar—with Decko!

ENERGY EFFICIENCY
Decko patio doors are constructed according to the high energy-efficiency standards
and technical specs of ENERGY STAR* norms.
* Energy Star certification applies only when using certain types of glass.

COME SEE US!
deckodoors.com
2375 RUE ÉDOUARD-MICHELIN
TERREBONNE, QUÉBEC J6Y 4P2
T 450 477 0199 866 477 0199
F 450 477 0026 866 477 0026

